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History of Neo-Floridius 

2

● North Korea declared nuclear war against United States in 2025

● USA became a dictatorship to control panic

● USA was laid to waste and Florida seceded in 2030

● NeoFloridius was officially a nation in 2032

● NeoFloridius discovered cure for nuclear diseases 2045



Mission Statement
◉ “In Cinere” 

◉ Prioritize Happiness and Well-Being Above All

◉ Tolerance

◉ ANYONE is Welcome









Infrastructure
Transportation

Due to the crumbling roads from nuclear war, the whole nation uses 

an electromagnetic bullet train system to get around. 

Energy 

Energy is produced by Nuclear Power Plants in the everglades and 

transported throughout the city using overhead power lines. 



Government

◉ Direct social democracy

◉ Sponsored town hearings

◉ Aptitude and physical tests for politicians every year

◉ Politicians can be voted out by app by majority of votes



Healthcare
◉ Healthcare is free because it is paid for by progressive taxes.

◉ This includes mental, emotional, and physical health.

◉ Doctor visits, gym and spa memberships, and counselor 

appointments are free.

◉ Maternity leave is paid for up to a year.



Defense
No standing military due to nature of geography.

There is a strip of no man's land in-between Florida 

and the US that is a radioactive wasteland.



Economy
◉ Cryptocurrency

◉ Everyone is given credit as long as they put in work

◉ Main export and source of revenue are genetically altered oranges that 

can dissipate radiation 

◉ Progressive taxes



Prison System
Rehabilitation & the Reintroduction into Society

Real-Life Inspiration: Sweden

(The Guardian)



Education

◉ Free education funded by taxes

◉ Social Efficiency

◉ Rotate focus between education involving life for suburban areas 

(learning to farm, etc) and urban areas(math, science, etc)



Housing
The government offers a base level of housing to each individual however there are 
houses available for purchase if people choose

Government provided houses are 3d printed using 

Recycled concrete and can be built in two models



Culture

5 Main Values:
Academics

The home

Friendship

Freedom of opinion 

Freedom of expression



Festivals
The First Harvest: Midyear Bonfire: The Last Moon



Day in the Life of Disciples

Disciple:
Between ages of 1 and 22

Morning Schedule: (3-11)

- Be at school for 8 A.M
- School ends at 12 P.M
- Socializing 1 P.M- 5 P.M

Night Schedule: (3-11)

- Dinner with the family at 6 P.M
- Family bonding time at 7 P.M
- Independence time at 8 P.M

Morning Schedule: (12-22)

- Be at school for 9 A.M
- School ends at 2:00 P.M
- Schoolwork/socializing 3:00-5:00 P.M

Night Schedule (12-22)

- Dinner with the family at 6 P.M
- Family time at 7 P.M
- Socializing or independence 8:00-10:00 P.M

Etc:

School only Monday-Thursday

Friday-Sunday does not have a 
fixed schedule

1-2 year olds are placed in 
daycare



Day in the Life of Adults

Apprentices: (23-25) Master: Exam
- Must work/class 32 hours per week
- Must put in at least 6 hours a week into a hobby
- Can or cannot devote various time in social life
- Masters must spend 8 hours a week teaching 

Apprentices about their skill
- Workdays open all week

Intern (23-27) Professors: Exam

- Must work/school 35 hours a week
- Have to put in at least 2 hours a week into a hobby
- Can or cannot devote various time to social life
- Professors must spend 5 hours a week teaching 

Interns about their career
- Workdays open all week

Elderly (70+):

- Can or cannot retire
- If retired, you must spend 10 hours 

teaching either Professor or Masters 
about your skill or career

- Freedom to do what they please



Critical Analysis
Is it realistic? 
Can progressive taxes work?
Is there sectionalization and segregation amongst classes?
Is free tuition possible?
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